Sun in Scorpio/Moon in Cancer:
Attractive Radiance
You always know exactly what you are doing and incisively who you are. You innately
prize your own worth and self-assurance has never been an issue in your life. There is
an air of mystery around you, and it can be hard for friends to understand you. They
are perfectly happy to follow you anywhere, however. They want to grab some of
whatever it is you have almost as though they feel your inner strength. You are maybe
the most charismatic and compelling of all the Sun-Moon combinations and are
surefooted, dependable, and flexible. You are esteemed wherever you go. You always
seem to be successful, because luck closely follows the Scorpio-Cancer, whether at
play or at work. Moreover, appeal, strength, and smarts work to your advantage. You
are temperate, calm and you do not lose your balance. You can play just about any
role conceivable and you are a wonderful actor. This makes you comfortable in almost
any conditions. You are seldom interested in taking over despite all those inborn
leadership abilities. You are somewhat of a loner because of your self-reliance and
independence. You require only yourself for comfort and will do your best to maintain
a discerning distance from other people no matter how many want your friendship.
You have two water signs, so you might feel strong selfless urges, and your mixture is
often seen in charts of clergymen, doctors and scientists. Your curative powers are
likely very apparent, and you should use them in some fashion. You possess a
restoring quality, which helps you to bounce back from setbacks with relative ease
and you do not have too many psychological problems. Your only trouble is your
inclination to muffle beliefs instead of addressing them candidly and openly. Revealing
yourself for examination is just not easy for you. Sadness, heartsickness, and ill
humor can result from inhibited feelings in the Scorpio-Cancer. Discuss things more
openly and try to put your guard down from time to time. You like to dig beneath
appearances to learn the real meaning and significance of things and are never happy
with superficial impressions. You succeed at just about everything you decide to try
because of your depth, imagination, and clever realism. Once interested in some
undertaking, your absorption and commitment are unmatchable.

